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FIXES IN PROGRESS 

 Batch Item Edit and Delete may be very slow or batch doesn't process 

o Sometimes changing items via the Batch Item Edit, or deleting items via Batch Item 

Delete takes a long time. Sometimes the batch will not process, but later you can re-

process it and it will work. It's inconsistent as sometimes the items are changed quickly.  

o Workaround: Go back to your list later and Process the modifications or deletes again. 

After the List has been Processed and the batch change or delete is complete, delete 

your completed List. 

 Cataloging: order of 245 subfields not displaying in order set in MARC data 

o The 245 subfields are not displaying in the order set in the MARC record.  

CHOOSE TOP THREE PROBLEMS TO BE FIXED  

 007 and Leader/008 field templates in Cataloging Editor 

o When doing full MARC cataloging, the field templates for 007 and Leader/008 are 

sometimes missing/lacking information. The 007 one is missing when doing a 

videorecording. The Leader/008 template is missing information when editing an 

authority record.  

o Workaround: Create the fields manually. 

 After editing bib record, changes not reflected in "Normal" screen until after browser 

refresh 

o After editing a bib record and clicking on the "Active Catalog Record" icon to return 

to the "Normal" screen, the changes made to the bib don't appear on the screen.  

o Workaround: Refresh the screen using the browser's refresh button to see the 

changes to the bib record. 

 Batch Item Edit: Cannot select more than one list for deletion 

o On the Batch Item Edit Lists screen, you cannot select more than one List at a time. 

On the screen, it appears that you should be able to select multiple batch jobs, and 

click the "Delete Selected" button to delete multiple batch jobs at once, but you 

cannot select more than one list, even if you hold down Ctrl key or the Shift key 

while selecting Lists.  

o Workaround: Select only one list for deletion at a time. Also, on a weekly basis, 

LibLime deletes all batch item edit lists that are more than 30 days old. 

 Batch Item Edit: Remove Checked Out from list of fields 

o In the Batch Item Editor, Checked out is in the list of fields available for editing. If 

you try to "edit" the field, such as by removing the "Checked out" status the system 

doesn't do anything - e.g. it doesn't check in the item, so it's not corrupting data. 

However, the field shouldn't be in this list, because you shouldn't be able to "edit" 

the Checked out field via the batch item editor. 

 Edit new item pop-up sometimes displays fields in alphabetical order 



o The fields of the item record are setup to display in a certain order. Fields that are 

most commonly used display first, with lesser-used fields at the end. However, 

sometimes, when opening an "Edit new item form" to create a new item record, the 

item record fields will display in alphabetical order instead of the correct order.  

o Workaround: Clearing the browser cache and/or opening up Bibliovation in a new 

browser tab and will usually fix the problem. 

 Migrated items re-indexing lag time 

o When an item is migrated (moved) from one bib record to another, there is a lag 

time for re-indexing the item. For more than an hour, when searching for the 

migrated item barcode, the old bib record may be found instead of the new bib 

record, or you may get a "no results found" message when searching for the item. 

However, the item correctly displays on the new bib record and is available for 

checkin and checkout. The item eventually re-indexes, and is correctly searchable 

again, but the re-indexing should not take so long. 

 Searching with truncated item barcode doesn't bring you directly to the item if there are 

leading zeros 

o Searching a truncated item barcode doesn't work if you include leading zeros in the 

"non-prefix" part of the item barcode. For example, searching 099914641 I does not 

work, but searching 99914641 does work.  

o Workaround: Search the full item barcode, or remove leading zeros when searching 

a truncated item barcode. 

 Session defaults are not applied when a new browser tab is opened 

o The session defaults for item records are not applied when a new browser tab is 

opened in the same browser. 

o Workaround: Work in one browser tab when using session defaults. 


